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ABSTRACT  

 

This paper focuses on coarse-to-fine segmentation of human from photo images. It has several 

applications like album making, photo classification and image retrieval. Output of which can 

be further applied to many useful applications like part recognition. It can be further applied to 

perform gesture analysis and in tracking. It is a challenging problem because of different 

factors like shading, image noise, occlusions, and background clutter and great variability of 

shapes, poses, clothes etc. The paper introduces a simple method to automatically recover 

human bodies from photo images. Haar cascades are used to detect human body. Coarse torso 

is then detected for upper-body segmentation. MOH based graph-cut is used to extract Lower 

body. Results of our proposed algorithm depict that, it works well on VOC 2006 and VOC 

2010 data set for segmenting person with various poses. High performance is achieved 

compared to conventional methods. 
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INTRODUCTION  

     Human Segmentation from photo images is a very interesting and demanding task as 

development of digital cameras for processing of photos is demanded. It has several 

applications from human pose and shape estimation, photo classification to gait recognition 

can also be performed. Image segmentation represent an image into more meaningful and 

easier to analyze form. Many new approaches are proposed [1] for image segmentation. But 

the human segmentation from cluttered background is having less attention. Most of the pose 

estimation algorithm requires segmentation of human as an introductory step. For human 

segmentation, we have to consider multiple regions of body parts, such as head, torso, and 

legs in the image, as a result of large variation. Some top down cues such as shape are applied 

to guide segmentation [2]. But it has to face large variability of shape and appearance of a 

given object class. Much success has only been demonstrated in the context of object 

segmentation with limited pose and shape variation (e.g., pedestrian).It is impossible to have a 

set of model hypothesis covering all pose variations for matching. In this paper, we recover 

human body from still images by taking advantage of low level visual cues and some-body 
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information into Graph Cuts framework as shown in Fig 1. It shows that we perform whole-

body extraction by integrating upper-body and lower-body segmentations. 

 

 
                     (a)                   (b)             (c)              (d)               (e)              (f) 

Fig 1.Human body segmentation. (a)Input image. (b) face segmentation. (c) Upper-body      

segmentation. (d) Lower-body segmentation (e) result (f) Ground truth. 

     We can perform our research only on those human poses with frontal/side faces. Image 

segmentation can also be considered as a labelling problem. Whereas Graph cut segmentation is 

to construct the foreground and background graph [4] containing each node belonging to 

foreground or background. This way we can use graph cut segmentation to extract human object 

as a foreground by integrating some low level cues and thus developed coarse-to-fine scheme of 

human segmentation. In which we perform face detection which can then be used to estimate 

coarse torso using multicue coarse torso detection algorithm (MCTD) for upper body 

segmentation, in which image segmentation and global probability of boundary (gpb) [3] are 

effectively combined. Haar classifier i.e haar cascade_upperbody and haar cascade_lowerbody 

[17] is then applied which helps in whole body segmentation (i.e. upper body and lower body 

segmentation) using graph-cut to achieve a fine result. Figure 2.shows flowchart of our method. 

This paper focuses on segmenting the human body from photo images. These output data can be 

further applied to many applications. One application is to group and classify the excessive parts 

into legs, arms, body, and head. Face can also be label as face components such as eyes, 

eyebrows, nose, and mouth. Once these components are recognized, they can be used to identify 

the motion or gesture by the positioning of each component. For example, hands movement can 

be tracked for gesture and motion analysis. Alternatively, it can be further applied to human 

detection and tracking in a surveillance system. 

 
Fig 2. Flowchart of the proposed method. 
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LITERATURE SURVEY 

     Over the years multiple methods have been designed for human segmentation and pose 

estimation in images and videos. Video based methods of human segmentation are proved to 

be robust and effective, which can be achieved by motion cues among video frames, but it 

cannot be used in still images. Most of the algorithm for human segmentation from still 

images fall into two categories, i.e. exemplar based [2], [5] and part-based [6] approaches. 

     In Exemplar based method, an exemplar pool should be constructed first, and then, test 

images are matched with the exemplars or models. These models cannot always accurately 

segment the human body, because human poses are arbitrary and an exemplar pool cannot 

cover all the situations of poses and appearance variation. It is difficult to extend the method 

of [5] for human segmentation, in which Kumar and Torr represent articulated object 

categories using a novel layered pictorial structures model. They develop an efficient method, 

OBJCUT, to obtain segmentations using our probabilistic framework. We represent the shape 

of an object (or a part, in the case of articulated objects) using /multiple exemplars of the 

boundary as shown in Fig 3. Drawback of this method is that, it cannot always accurately 

segment body, because exemplars cannot cover all situations of poses and appearance 

variation. 

 
 Fig 3. First and second row show multiple exemplars of the head and torso part respectively  

 

     Gao et al. [8] proposed an adaptive contour feature (ACF) which is effective but has rough 

human segmentation. Again it is also impossible to construct database of all human poses. Lin 

et al.[9] proposed a method that incorporates local MRF and global shape priors to iteratively 

estimate segmentations and pose simultaneously. Whereas, Kohlic et al. [2] use pose specific 

CRF for segmentation and pose estimation which has been successfully used for 3-D Human 

pose tracking. Unlike Kumar et al., this approach does not require the laborious process of 

learning exemplars. Instead they use a simple articulated stickman model, which together with 

an CRF is used as our shape prior. The experimental results show that this model suffices to 

ensure human-like segmentations. 

     The part-based approaches based on assembling a set of candidate parts. Ren et al. [7] 

developed a framework that uses arbitrary pairwise constraints between body parts. Probability 

of boundary (Pb)[10]can be used as part detectors and then by assembling the candidates with 

integer quadratic programming human body configurations are recovered. It is very hard to 

design a robust part detector and its performance is also limited. 

     Chen and Fan [11] has presented hybrid body representation. Ferrari et al. [12] use GrabCut 

algorithm to segment human based on head detector. In which first two stages i.e. Human 

detection and tracking and Foreground highlighting use a weak model of a person obtained 

through an upper-body detector generic over pose and appearance. This weak model only 

determines the approximate location and scale of the person, and roughly where the torso and 
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head should lie. However, it knows nothing about the arms, and therefore very little about pose. 

Bourdev et al. [13] utilized a poselet detector to detect keypoints of human. The trained poselet 

masks are combined with boundary cues to detect specific poselet and finally the human is 

segmented. Freifed et al. [14], has proposed a contour person (CP) in which different parts are 

represented by different colors. Huchuan Lu et al.[15].has proposed coarse-to-fine human 

detection using MCTD and MOH algo which segment human  from photo images. They used 

Normalized cut segmentation for coarse-torso detection then upper body is segmented using 

max-flow min-cut segmentation, then lower body is segmented using MOH algorithm. This 

way, they recover human body accurately with face as a priori and It will not work for non-

frontal images. One more drawback is that, it requires Normalized cut segmentation which 

requires long processing time. It also miss some part of human to segment from photo images. 

 

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

     The flowchart of our algorithm is as shown in Fig 2.Now we will go through each module in 

detail. We proposed algo.in which human segmentation is performed in two tasks, i.e. upper 

body and lower body segmentation. Haar classifiers are used for determining Upper body and 

lower body region of human, which are further processed for upper body and lower body 

segmentation for whole body segmentation. 

     Haar cascade upper body and lower body detection: In Haar classifiers the rectangular 

areas (Haar features) are used to make decision if region of image looks like region of interest. 

Haar-features of different types are used by object detection classifier are as shown in Fig 4.  

 

 
Fig 4. Haar-like features used by object Classifier 

 

The Haar detector uses AdaBoost form [20] [21] and organizes it as a rejection cascade of 

nodes. For each node, a “not in class” result at any stage of the cascade terminates the 

computation, and the algorithm then declares that object does not exists at that location.as 

shown in Fig 5. 
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Fig 5. Rejection cascade of the classifier 

Algorithm For Haar cascade Upper Body and lower body detection: 

1.        Partition image into set of overlapping windows. 

2. For each window decision is taken about if it contains target object or not. 

 

3.  For each node i=1 to n , 

 

On the first pass through the dataset, the threshold ti of fi is learnt. 

5. For each window(frame),  

 

           Thus true class  detection is declared only if the computation makes it through the entire 

cascade. 

6.         If any window fails to produce any positive results then that window is completely 

rejected and the next window is analyzed for any possible positive result. 

7.       Thus it results into rectanglar window enclosing the detected feature. 
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     This way, we used a Haar-classifier implemented in the OpenCV library to detect people. 

We first evaluated several different Haar cascade files in the OpenCV library to find the 

optimal cascade for our algorithm. Cascades that detected a person’s face, 

“haarcascade_frontalface_alt.xml” had a high accuracy of detection, giving a low rate of false 

positives (falsely classifying objects that are not faces as being faces), then we use 

“haarcascade_lowerbody.xml” and “haarcascade_upperbody.xml”. The upper-body and lower-

body Haar classifier returns a CvRect object for each detected person, which describes a 

rectangle enclosing the detected feature, then we crop that region as region of interest for 

upper-body and lowe-body segmentation as shown in Fig 1.  

Upper body segmentation: First step is to detect upper body region through haar 

cascade_upperbody detector [17]. Which acts as a region of interest for upper body 

segmentation. Then pixels in the lines close to the waist and head belonging to the background 

or not can be determined according to the CT and detected face region, by comparing the 

similarity of the pixel(x) to the torso{xi}and face regions{xj}is defined as fu(x), thereby much 

noise removed in segmentation. Where m is the number of pixels in the face region, n is the 

number of pixels in CT, and K is the kernel function. Here, we use the Gaussian kernel with 

mean zero, variance h as follows. Where d(x1,x2) is the Euclidean distance between x1 and x2. 

                                                            
(1) 

                                                                                                             
(2) This way upper body is segmented accurately through our proposed algorithm using CT 

detection and face detection. 

CT detection: CT (coarse torso) is extracted via fully automatic clustering based on image 

segmentation as shown in Fig 6. The segments are grouped into torso region based on bounding 

box. The bounding boxes are generated according to face region as a priori. In grouping 

procedure, three cues are used to select best candidate as a CT: area probability, location 

probability and contour probability.Where,the area probability(AP) indicates the jth segment 

under the ith bounding box belonging to torso or not,location probability (LP) specifies the 

likelihood of each pixel in a segment unit belonging to the given bounding box. Let W and H 

be width and height of bounding box regions respectively. Thus segments not belonging to 

torso are removed,contour probability (CP) is the average of gPb along its boundary are used to 

perform coarse-torso detection.Then pixels under this region and face are considered as 

foreground pixels and thus upper body get segmented accurately using graph-cut segmentation. 
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Fig 6.(a) Input image with bounding-box candidates.(b) CT with the bounding box. (e) Upper-

body segmentation. 

Algorithm For Upper Body Segmentation: 

1. For each frame perform haar cascade upper-body detection.The output of this step result 

into detected human upper body region.which acts as input for graph-cut based upper 

body segmentation.  

2. For i=1 to N (N is no. of bounding box along different orientation ) 

3. For k=1 to K (parameter of orientation) 

4. Find all segments overlapped with Ri,k(area of bounding box) 

5. Remove head region,For j=1 to Li,k 

7.  P= (APi,k,j) λ (LPi,k,j)(1-λ) ,Sort segments according to descending P 

8. CT i ,k,j  = CT i,k,j + S i,k,j 

9. If CT i,k,j > Smax , break (where Smax = 12 Sf    and Sf is the face area) 

10. end for 

11. Update ϴi,k according to CT i ,k 

12. end for 

13. Eval i ,k = PCT i ,k + CP i ,k 

14. end for 

15. Then for each pixel determine whether it is foreground pixel or background pixel, 

according to CT and face region. Thus upper-body get segmented through max-

flow/min-cut algorithm. 
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Lower Body Segmentation: First step is to detect lower body region of human body using 

haar cascade lower body detector which acts as a region of interest for lower body 

segmentation. The coarse lower body is then extracted based on max-flow/min-cut algorithm as 

shown in Fig 7.by estimating background and foreground seed using result of upper body 

segmentation as shown in Fig.6.and then fine lower body is segmented from coarse lower body 

by using our proposed algorithm which update foreground and background seed determination. 

So the first step is to find foreground seed and background seed for that we need to fit torso 

rectangle exactly over segmented upper body and then we have to initialize a rectangle along 

the inclining orientation of the torso as shown in fig. The width of bounding box is the width of 

the torso rectangle and height is in direct proportion to the width. Then pixels with dominant 

colors are set as foreground seeds based on color quantification along with that pixels which 

are similar to that of face region are also considered as foreground pixels. And pixels which do 

not match with foreground pixels are set as background pixels. Thus Lower body is segmented 

accurately through our proposed algorithm.    

 

 Fig 7. lower-body segmentation based on the foreground seed region. (a) Image. (b)Segmented 

upper body with fitted rectangle. (c) Color quantification in an initial foreground rectangle. (d) 

lower-body segmentation. 

Algorithm For Lower Body Segmentation: 

1. For each frame perform haar cascade lower-body detection. If it fails to produce any 

positive result, then the frame is completely rejected and the next frame is analyzed.  

2. Fit the bounding box exactly over the upper-body segmented output. 

3. Initialize red rectangle along inclining orientation of torso in initial foreground 

rectangle. 

4. The pixels with dominant colors and pixels which are similar to face region, are set as 

foreground seeds.  

5. Do first coarse lower body segmentation:TS 

6. For k=1 to K do 

7. Generate MOH on lower body orientation. 
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8. Select inner between leg block and update seed using inner between-leg and in-leg 

blocks. 

9. End for 

10. Do graph cut and segment lower body 

RESULTS 

Dataset and Result set: 

We have collected 197 real-world photo images with the size of 255 by 255 pixels, covering 

various individuals along with different poses and illumination, and cluttered backgrounds. 

Some samples along with the results are as in Fig 8.which indicates that human is accurately 

segmented from still images by our proposed algorithm.  

 
         Image                           CT                      Ours 

Fig 8.sample of segmentation on VOC dataset.CT means coarse-torso detection[15]. 
 

     Parameters:In our experiments, the scale of the bounding boxes used for CT detection is set 

to three and four times the width and height of the detected face, respectively. The weighting 

terms α and β used to estimate the torso area probability are set to 0.8 and 0.5, whereas the 

parameter γ for location probability is set to 4, and factor λ is set to 0.4 to balance them. The 

width of kernel function h to calculate figure/ground distributions is 5. 
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      For quantitative evaluation, there are three rules on the performance. The evaluations are 

carried out by comparing the recovered human body region with ground truth as shown in Fig 

9. Sinop and Grady [18] introduced a normalized overlap defined as evaluation one, which can 

be regarded as a global similarity between the segmentation result and the ground truth (that are 

manually collected). However, the rule does not consider the segmentation result how much 

ground truth is covered and how much background is contained. Therefore, we define another 

two rules to evaluate the missed ground truth and the background contained rates on the 

segmentation results, respectively.  

Evaluation One: The similarity between the segmentation and the ground truth is defined as the 

proportion of pixels correctly segmented as foreground or background by comparing with 

ground truth binary results [18]. Where S is the set of pixels within the segmentation, and G is 

the set of foreground pixels in ground truth. 

         (3) 

Evaluation Two: To evaluate how much the parts are missed, we define the second evaluation. 

           (4) 

 Evaluation Three: The third evaluation, which is to evaluate the background contained in the 

segmentation result. The evaluations on the segmentation results are shown in Figure 7. We 

achieve a stabler and more accurate performance than CT with less missed part and 

background. 

           (5) 

 

 
Fig 9. Evaluations of the CT detection method (red line) and ours (blue line) on our data set. (a) 

Overlap evaluation. (b) Missed part evaluation. (c) Background contained evaluation. 
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Table I shows, our performance is better than that of the method proposed in [19] validated on 

our own data set. Ramanan [16] proposed an iterative parsing (IP) process to estimate 

articulated body pose. Although there is no explicit segmentation of the foreground and 

background, the soft segmentation results can provide the figure/ground distributions 

 
Table 1. Table captions should be placed above the table 

Graphics Top In-between Bottom 

Tables End Last First 

Figures Good Similar Very well 

 

Table I: Performance compared with [19] 
 Half-limb Torso 

Mori et al.[19] 81.25 % 85.50 % 

Ours 96.34 % 97.65 % 

 

     We treat the iterative Graph Cuts algorithm employing the distributions derived from the IP 

method (we denote IPGC).The IPGC method poorly performs when a human subject is in 

cluttered background, because the IP method depends on human edge information, which is 

difficult to extract from the noisy scene as shown in Fig 10. In addition, much background is 

often segmented out along with human, and some important parts are often missed (e.g., heads 

or arms).So, we can say that our method is able to segment out humans in cluttered background 

also. Intellectual body and they select the most suitable paper for publishing after a thorough 

analysis of submitted paper. Selected paper get published (online and printed) in their 

periodicals and get indexed by number of sources. 

 
                                         (a)                                (b)                               (c) 

Fig 10.comparison with IPGC segmentation (a) input image (b) Sample of segmentation by 

IPGC method(c) Proposed segmentation 

CONCLUSIONS 

We have presented an overview of past developments in human segmentation. But recently, 

new technologies have made human segmentation problem popular as more convenient and 

affordable devices such as cameras, magnetic trackers, and computer power have become 

available. Many systems are based on exemplar based approach, but it fails as these models 

cannot always accurately segment the human body, because human poses are arbitrary and an 

exemplar pool cannot cover all the situations of poses and appearance variation. Related to this 

is the problem of how to recover from failure. A number of systems based on part based 

approach. Human body is recovered by assembling body parts. But problem with this approach 

is to develop robust part detector. Then different methods with different methodologies are 
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developed like, Chen and Fan [11] has presented hybrid body representation, Ferrari et al. [12] 

utilized the GrabCut algorithm to highlight human foreground based on a head detector to 

reduce the search space and then detect each body part. Bourdev et al. [13] used a poselet 

detector to detect the keypoints of the human and train a contour person model containing 

shape variation, viewpoint, and rotation was defined by Freifeld et al. [14], Huchu  an Lu et 

al[15].has proposed coarse-to-fine human detection using MCTD and MOH algo which 

segment human considering face as a priori. so it is still a challenging problem to obtain correct 

human segmentation from photo images. Our proposed method is still very simple as we used a 

face detector to locate head position currently. For the future work, we will relax the algorithm 

to deal with variable face orientations, even in the case that the face is not possible to be 

detected by general face detectors. 

       This paper focuses on segmenting the human body from photo images. These output data 

can be further applied to many applications. One application is to group and classify the 

excessive parts into legs, arms, body, and head. Face can also be label as face components such 

as eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth. Once these components are recognized, they can be used to 

identify the motion or gesture by the positioning of each component. For example, hands 

movement as shown in Fig 11. can be tracked for gesture and motion analysis. Alternatively, it 

can be further applied to human detection and tracking in a surveillance system. 

 

 
Fig 11.Application: Tracking the hand movement for motion analysis 
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